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Puppet Enterprise
for Government
Both private sector and government organizations are increasingly
challenged to prioritize resources and deliver on mission goals while
meeting stringent security and compliance requirements. Managing
these challenges is where Puppet excels. Puppet Enterprise helps
defense, intelligence and civilian agencies address security and
compliance requirements, manage heterogeneous environments, and
get immediate and ongoing visibility into IT infrastructure. Plus, Puppet
Enterprise lets you easily automate repetitive tasks, quickly deploy
critical applications, and proactively manage infrastructure across
all major operating systems, whether on premise or in the cloud.
• Enforce security policies, define desired
state and automatically monitoring
changes against that baseline.
• Avoid configuration drift, enforce
your desired state, and ensure you’re
meeting regulatory requirements.

• Minimize risk by testing patches
before rolling them out.
• Manage thousands of nodes
with minimal effort.
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We work with the world’s most innovative & respected agencies
Puppet Enterprise is the preferred solution among federal agencies and contractors looking to manage
their IT infrastructure with unmatched agility, efficiency and insight. Puppet can provide you with full
implementation, training and support services to help your team adopt our solution quickly, and deliver
the resources you need for your mission.
The Puppet Forge offers more than 3,900 modules that automate a wide range of system administration
tasks. The NSA has released Puppet modules to enforce NIST SCAP profiles; Army-ALTESS plans to
release its own Puppet modules for managing STIG machines; and the Consumer Finance Protection
Bureau plans to release its own STIG modules.

Some organizations that use Puppet Enterprise
Government agency customers
• U.S. Army
• U.S. Navy
• U.S. Air Force
• Federal Bureau of Investigation
• Defense Information Systems Agency
• Federal Reserve System
• U.S. Health & Human Services
• National Institutes of Health
• Internal Revenue Service
• Department of Treasury

Contractors & system integrators
• Lockheed Martin
• Booz Allen Hamilton
• Raytheon
• Mitre
• SAIC
• HP Federal
• Dell Federal
• Boeing
• Northrop Grumman
• L-3 Communications

Recognitions
•
•
•
•

Seven of the top 10 contractors to the U.S. Government use Puppet
Immix GSA Partner
More than 25,000 companies, including 62 percent of the Fortune 100, use Puppet
Over 10 million nodes under management with Puppet

Ready to join the thousands of organizations powered by Puppet?
Contact Brent Caldwell — brent@puppetlabs.com or 503-821-7551
Contact Paul Almeida — paul.almeida@puppetlabs.com or 240-603-4427

The shortest path to better software.

Learn more at puppet.com

